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5-JAN-2005 
 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
This letter is intended to explain how the Intermec Technologies Corporation 700C hand
computer that contains an MC46 GSM/GPRS radio module prevents transmission of th
850 MHz band simultaneously with the IP3 RFID tag reader.  The 700C hand held com
controls the operation of both the IP3 scan handle and the MC46 GSM module.  There 
possible scenarios when the two radios could try to transmit at the same time.  
 
MC46 in a call when the IP3 tag reader trigger is pulled: 

When the Microsoft phone application that resides on the 700C starts an 850 M
GSM call, the application sets the “850 MHz phone call active” registry key to p
When the IP3 scan handle trigger is pulled to scan an item, the 700C checks th
key.  If the key is positive, the application returns an error message to the user 
RFID scanner can not be used until the phone call has been disconnected. 

 
IP3 tag reader active when a cellular call is received: 

When the 700C has sensed an IP3 trigger pull to ask for an RFID scan, the 700
the IRDa port to set up a unique communication link with the IP3 scan handle.  
phone application checks for this unique link setup to complete before sending 
answering a call.  The RFID read transmit sequence is typically short duration, 
user does not receive an error message.  The GSM call goes through after the 
reader has completed the scan. 

 
 
Please contact me using the information below if there are any questions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Scott J. Holub 
Regulatory Compliance Engineer III 
Intermec Technologies Corporation 
550 Second Street S.E. 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401 USA 
tel:  319.369.3865 
fax: 319.369.3299 
email  scott.holub@intermec.com
001 36th Avenue West  
Everett, Washington 98203 
United States 
tel   425.348.2600 
fax  425.355.9551  

www.intermec.com
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